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For forty-five years,Ã‚Â Maxine TaylorÃ‚Â has counseled people asÃ‚Â an astrologer and a

spiritual coach.Ã‚Â She has devoted her life toÃ‚Â helping her clients and students identify and

release the subconscious programming that prevents them from leading more successful, fulfilling

lives. InÃ‚Â Move Into The Magic, Maxine shares the transformational methods she teaches. In part

one, sheÃ‚Â shows you how to uncover and let go of the commitments you unknowingly made as a

child. These commitments created your current life's story. In part two of this insightful book, Maxine

empowers you toÃ‚Â rediscover your passion,Ã‚Â awakening you to the truth of who you are and

why you are here on planet Earth.
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This book is so simple, and in its simplicity, transformational. It speaks directly and succinctly to the

reader, helping us to identify our life stories, and heal them at last. The information in the early

chapters is genius, but one can easily pass it by. I recommend taking your time with this book, and

re-reading each chapter as you go along to savor all that it has to teach. This way, you can really

understand the process that Maxine Taylor outlines. The simplicity of this book can be so simple



that we miss the message, so re-read until you truly get it. I promise you'll be thankful you did. Have

pen and paper at the ready to write down the lists that she encourages you to make.For myself, I've

benefited greatly from identifying the roles that I've unknowingly agreed to play for my birth family

and my ego. Now, I get to be free and authentically me, and this is transformational. The idea that

every fight with anyone is a reflection of our dynamic with a birth family member is life-changing.

Maxine Taylor says that when someone upsets us, if we can just identify which family member they

are showing us, our pain will greatly diminish. The idea in the book of asking yourself a simple

question to keep focused on your life purpose has been very instrumental for me as well.I had the

pleasure of attending three of Maxine Taylor's healings last year, before I read this book, and I

benefited greatly from each one. She spoke specifically to my challenges and dreams, without even

knowing me, and provided dramatic revelations. This book is a gift from a very talented and wise

healer, and I hope you enjoy it as much as I have. I know that I'll be referring to it many times over

the years to reinforce crucial revelations on my path.

Maxine Taylor's MOVE INTO THE MAGIC is "right on". Reading her clients' case histories was

enlightening. She kindly and gently guided them out of their past, which they have no need for now,

guided them into the present, and then guided them "into the magic" of how their lives will be

transformed from now on. The author's compassion, energy and sincerity comes shining through on

each page. I am so excited to be putting her techniques into action in my life.

Reading this book was like receiving personal counseling for my own issues and also give valuable

advice in which to help others. very insightful. easy to read and understand.

I am looking forward to receiving this book, that was highly recommended by Yvonne Perry, in her

very helpful book, "Walk-ins Among Us." I wanted to read Maxine Taylor's book. When It arrives and

I get it read, I will expand on my review.

Very uplifting and revealing. A must read for those looking for a revealing look into your past. Takes

one slowly toward a calm new you..spiritually .

Maxine Taylor has done it again! A wonderful book that will educate and entertain you at the same

time. Buy this book if you would like to learn about a life process that is so necessary! A must have!



I was very disappointed in this book. It was nothing different than what the Law of Attraction (original

version) offers or Thinking Positive by N.V. Peale provides. It was bland.

I just completed Maxine Taylor's Move into the Magic and found it to be interesting, insightful, and

easy to read. Following the systematic approach to letting go of past commitments was eye

opening. By following the guidelines and excerises, I was able to connect with my own personal

aspirations and "magic". I would recommend this book for those who are looking to achieve their

next step in personal growth.
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